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1 Introduction to the DATAMINE Project 
The DATAMINE Project is carried out in the framework of the “Intelligent Energy – Europe” Pro-
gramme of the European Commission, Directorate-General for Energy and Transport. 
The project started on January 1, 2006, and the duration is three years. Project partners from 12 
European countries are taking part: 
• Institut Wohnen und Umwelt GmbH, Germany (IWU), Coordinator of the project 
• Narodowa Agencja Poszanowania Energii S.A. (NAPE), Poland 
• Energy for Sustainable Development Ltd (ESD), United Kingdom 
• EBM-consult BV (EBM), The Netherlands 
• Politecnico di Torino (POLITO), Italy 
• National Observatory of Athens (NOA), Greece  
• Flemish Institute for technological research (Vito); Belgium 
• Österreichische Energieagentur, Austrian Energy Agency (AEA), Austria 
• Building and Civil Engineering Institute ZRMK (BCEI ZRMK); Slovenia 
• Ecofys ema SL (Ecofys SL), Spain 
• Energy Action Limited; Ireland 
• Sofia Energy Agency (SOFENA); Bulgaria 
 
The DATAMINE project is originated from the fact that there is a general lack of information about 
the actual state and the retrofit processes of the European building stock. This information gap is a 
great obstacle for taking well-tailored measures to reduce the buildings’ energy consumption.  
The idea of the proposed action is to use Energy Performance (EP) Certificates as a data source 
for monitoring. Given the great variety of buildings as well as certificate types in Europe and the 
very different status of the European Directive on the Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD) 
implementation a general monitoring system can only be implemented in the long run. Thus the 
objective of DATAMINE is to make basic experiences in data collection and analysis on a practical 
level and to draw conclusions for establishing harmonised monitoring systems. 
For this purpose Model Projects are being carried out in 12 EU member states. In the Model Pro-
jects data collection and monitoring by use of EP Certificates will be tested on a small scale. Each 
Model Project has an individual design addressing different building end uses and certification 
types as well as data collection methods and monitoring targets. Accordingly, each Model Projekct 
considers different national certification or data collection activities and the specific key actors. 
Furthermore, distinct dissemination activities are carried out for the promotion of the concept of 
data collection from EP Certificates or building energy audits on national and EU level. 
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The following figure provides an overview of the six workpackages (WP) composing the 
DATAMINE project.  
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 DATAMINE WorkPackages 
 
 
 
 
 
An overview of DATAMINE, the various Model Projects and other general information is available 
on the DATAMINE project website: 
http://env.meteo.noa.gr/datamine/  
 

Main DATAMINE web page Overview of DATAMINE Model Projects 
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The Synthesis Report “Concepts for DATA Collection and Analysis” describes the results of work-
package WP-2 of the DATAMINE project which lays a basis for the further project work. The issues 
of the report are the following: 

• general ideas about monitoring approaches by using energy certificates  
The outcome of the exchange of experiences and discussion among the project partners is 
presented in chapters 2 “Monitoring Aims” and chapter 3 “Methods of Data Collection”. 

• the harmonised data structure  
The DATAMINE data structure defines 255 data fields, which allow for a systematic de-
scription of the collected data. It considers different types of energy certificates (residen-
tial/non-residential buildings, operational/asset rating). The harmonised definition of the 
used quantities is a prerequisite for a cross-country comparison of monitoring results. It will 
be used in all 12 model projects and an attempt will be made upon completion to dissemi-
nate the overall concept. An introduction to the data structure is given in chapter 4, the Ex-
cel worksheet with all parameters is presented in the appendix. 

•  the data analysis tool  
An EXCEL software tool was developed by IWU, which may be used for the analysis of the 
collected data. The tool is described in chapter 5.  
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2 Monitoring Aims 
This chapter provides a general survey of monitoring aims. It reflects the different approaches in 
the DATAMINE model projects as well as a general exchange of opinions and experiences about 
possible monitoring aims among the project partners. 
 
Aim No. 1: Examination of the state and trends of building modernisation and of the energy 
saving potentials 
This is the most general monitoring aim. Typical input data requested on local, regional, national or 
even EU level are, for example, dealing with thermal insulation:  

• How many buildings have been provided with thermal insulation in the past?  
• What is the remaining energy saving potential resulting from thermally insulating existing 

buildings? 
• What are the actual trends of building insulation? How many buildings are insulated every 

year? How was this trend developing in the past? 
• How much energy and CO2 emissions are saved every year? 
• Is the annual rate of building insulation sufficient to reach national climate protection tar-

gets? 
• How many buildings are renovated without being insulation? Accordingly, what is the rate of 

“missed opportunities”? 
 
Of course, those questions will have to be answered in more detail: The energy performance and 
the modernisation rates will be different for different types of buildings and for different building 
elements (walls, roofs, ground floors, windows). Similar questions have to be asked for the heating, 
hot water, air conditioning and lighting. Typical questions are also requesting input for the share of 
certain efficient supply systems and for the use of renewable energy sources. 
 
The general lack of information about the energy performance and trends in the building stock was 
a main reason to initiate the DATAMINE project. The wide spread of issuing energy certificates in 
Europe in accordance to EPBD will surely provide a good basis to improve the system by monitor-
ing concepts in the future. However, in the short term, one needs to consider that the fact that 
there are not yet available energy certificates for all buildings. Thus, the question becomes how to 
get a representative sample of buildings that are all provided with energy certificates. 
For certain building types this problem might be solved in the near future: It is expected that for 
rented multi-family houses the implementation of EPBD will soon lead to a widespread introduction 
of energy certificates because a certificate will have to be issued as soon there is a new tenant. 
 
On the other hand this process will probably last longer in case of small owner-occupied houses. 
Accordingly, generating a sufficiently large data base will become easier as more energy certifi-
cates become available and data can be collected for those building classes with a small certificate 
issuing rate. The preconditions are best if there is a systematic and area-covering collection of the 
data of all issued energy certificates. This is, for example, the case in the Belgian model project 
which is carried out for the region of Flanders. A remaining question is how a representative sam-
ple can be obtained from the collected data. In this case, there is no general answer, and the prob-
lem has to be solved from case to case. 
A very common way of collecting data for general statistics, for example on national level, is by  
carrying out surveys for a representative sample of buildings. This means that at first the sample is 
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defined and then the data are collected for each building, usually by questionnaires which are filled 
in by the owners or inhabitants, or in some cases by short audits. As pointed out, in the short run it 
will not be possible to use the data of energy certificates during such a procedure. On the other 
hand, the relevant data can be directly collected by including in the questionnaire detailed ques-
tions about the energy performance of the buildings. This approach may be beyond the direct 
scope of the DATAMINE project which concentrates on energy certificates or already available 
data from energy audits. However, there is an important outcome of DATAMINE which may be 
very useful in this context, too: The harmonised data structure may also be used, so that again a 
basis for a comparison of the collected data with other projects (for example: surveys in other 
countries) can be achieved. 
 
 
Aim No. 2: Monitoring of the impact of energy saving and climate protection policies   
This aim will be usually closely connected to aim No. 1. The general survey of the state and trends 
in the building stock will be the prerequisite for a more detailed analysis. For example, to find out if 
the annual rate of realising certain energy saving measures could be increased by incentive pro-
grammes or other governmental measures.  
In some cases a more direct approach can be possible. For example, the German model project 
deals with an incentive programme which is carried by the climate protection fund “proKlima” in the 
city and the region of Hanover. Funding is only possible if the building owner provides an energy 
certificate of the building. So the preconditions to collect relevant data by using energy certificates 
are quite good. 
In general it can be expected that contributing to the evaluation of energy saving and climate pro-
tection policies will be a major task of future monitoring approaches. It will be seen in how far the 
results of DATAMINE can contribute to a suitable solution. On EU-level, for example, the new di-
rective on energy end-use efficiency and energy services might result in increased monitoring ac-
tivities to analyse the reduction of energy use in the EU countries. However, further conclusions 
can be drawn when details of the implementation of the directive will be clarified. 
 
Aim No. 3: Examination of the development of energy certification 
Monitoring can contribute in collecting detailed information on the development of energy certifica-
tion in cities, regions, countries or in the EU. This question is of special actual interest with view of 
the EPBD and its implementation in the EU countries. Monitoring might, for example, allow to get 
an overview on the number of energy certificates which are issued every year for different classes 
of buildings. If national law allows the building owners to choose between different types of certifi-
cates (e.g between more or less detailed calculation methods or between asset rating or opera-
tional rating) it can be examined which of the types attain the largest dissemination.  
Also quality control of energy certification will become a more and more important task after the 
introduction of energy certificates throughout Europe stimulated by EBPD. Monitoring of energy 
certificates could provide a comprehensive overview of the quality of the certificates depending on 
type. This could for example be achieved by applying plausibility tests on the data which are col-
lected from the respective certificates. 
 
Aim No. 4: Comparison and evaluation of energy balance calculation methods  
Monitoring of energy certificates makes it possible to compare and evaluate the used energy bal-
ance methods. For example methods of different detail may be used parallel or there may be dif-
ferent methods in the regions of a  country. Also cross-country comparison may be of interest. The 
comparison can be carried out if the data collected from the energy certificates include the relevant 
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information of the state of the building (i.e. U-values and areas of the building elements, informa-
tion on the applied heating system) as well as the results of the energy balance data and the ap-
plied climate data. So, for example, the results of different methods for the certain types of build-
ings and energy supply systems could be compared which could then contribute to an analysis of 
the strengths and weaknesses of the different methods. 
Another very important task could be the comparison of measured and calculated energy con-
sumption, if both are available. It is well known that there can be high deviations of the calculated 
from the actual energy consumption in the single case according to different user behaviour. How-
ever, if a large number of buildings is considered, on average the monitored results should more or 
less fit together. This is of special importance if the energy balance calculation methods are used 
to elaborate climate protection strategies. The energy saving potentials can only be correctly de-
termined if the calculated values are realistic. The same applies if calculation methods are used to 
demonstrate the achieved energy savings or CO2 emission reductions, e.g. in the framework of 
CO2 certificate mechanisms or of the new EU directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy 
services. 
Accordingly, the monitoring energy certificates might contribute to an improvement of the energy 
balance calculation methods, which might also influence national and international norms and 
standards. 
 
Aim No. 5: Support of the portfolio management of housing companies 
For housing companies, the portfolio management of their building stock becomes a more and 
more important task over the last years. In addition, energy costs and the energy performance play 
a dominant role as an indicator for determining the building’s value. Accordingly, using data from 
energy certificates for monitoring the housing companies’ building stock might be seen as a helpful 
tool of a portfolio management. 
 
 
This survey shows that there are various possibilities to apply monitoring concepts on the basis of 
energy certificates. It can be assumed that in all these cases a comparison of the attained results 
with similar projects in the same country or even a cross-country comparison can be very interest-
ing and useful. For that reason the implementation of harmonised approaches for data collection is 
an important task. This is the purpose of the DATAMINE data structure, which is introduced in 
chapter 4. 
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3 Methods of Data Collection 
The first practical step towards monitoring is the collection of energy certificate data in a central 
data base. This chapter provides a general survey of possible methods, not only considering the 
DATAMINE model projects.  
 
Depending on the purposes of monitoring and on the types of available energy certificates there 
are different ways of carrying out the data collection. The following paragraphs present a short 
overview. Of course, these are only exemplary solutions – in practice there are some more data 
collection procedures which are partly similar to one or several of the described methods.  
  
The first figure illustrates the overall principles: The data which are ascertained for making an en-
ergy certificate must be also collected in a data base to allow monitoring and evaluation of the con-
sidered building stock. The data collection may take place “simultaneously”, that means during 
preparation of a certificate (as shown in the figure) or “ex post” (after issuing the certificate). 
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Manual transfer from energy certificates  
A very simple method to get an overview of the certified buildings may be to use the issued certifi-
cates itself. The characteristic data given in the certificates are extracted and entered into a data 
base.  
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Berechnung (Normnutzer / Normklima) 64
Mittelwert der Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung und 

Warmwasser

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0,45 705,1 0,5 56,9 12,5 1,63 112,9
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0 75 181 62 0 6 89 5 12 5 1 85 189 0

DATAMINE data base

 

 
 

Assembly and transformation of project files of an energy certificate 
software 
Data processing becomes more convenient, if a specific energy certificate software is used by the 
certifiers. The project files used by the software can be collected in a single data base. Since the 
data structure of the energy certificate software usually is not equal to that of DATAMINE a trans-
formation of the different data fields has to be carried out.  

name_dataset EFH Erbachtal/Elz Var. IST 
date_current 37207,4274
Objekt_Info wie gebaut; mit Brennwert-T
Standort Erbachtal/Elz
Straße
HausNr
PLZ
Ort
Auswahl_Klima Standardklima Deutschland
Gebäudeart EFH
Anzahl_Geschosse 2
Anzahl_Wohneinheiten 1
Energiebezugsfläche 133,2
lichte_Raumhöhe -
beh_Gebäudevolumen 494,01652
Wärmespeicherfähigkeit 50
Bearbeitungsvermerke -
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (1) Dachfläche
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (2) Außenwand EG
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (3) Außenwand OG
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (4) Boden gegen Erdreich
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (5) Außentür
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (6) Fenster
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (7)
Bauteil_Bezeichnung (8)
Bauteil Bezeichnung (9)

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0,45 705,1 0,5 56,9 12,5 1,63 112,9
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,70 211,01 1,54 331,20 12,5 1,77 513

project file data base
(data structure of the used
energy certificate software)

single project file
from energy

certificate software

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0 45 705 1 0 5 56 9 12 5 1 63 112 9

DATAMINE data base

transformation

import
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Export of single datasets by EPC software and transfer to a central col-
lection point 
A future way of handling data collection could be the processing of a DATAMINE export file by the 
energy certification software itself which is then sent to a monitoring centre by the certifiers. This 
would require the consideration of the DATAMINE data structure and the integration of a postpro-
cessor in energy certificate software applications.  
Another possible solution is that a DATAMINE database is integrated directly into the energy cer-
tificate software application. The data of several certifiers could then be analysed by merging their 
DATAMINE databases.  

ID_building=de-pk03-1
status_dataset=real
ce_date=37986
bu_city=Hannover
bu_post_code=U
year1_building=1960
year2_building=1960
building_type=6
main_utilisation=60
second_utilisation=-
A_C_reference=U
A_C_gross=U
A_C_net=U
A_C_use=U
A_C_living=154,8
f_heating=1
f_ventilation=0
f_ac=0
f lighting=-

Energy Performance
Certificate

kasdf öjö
as dfk jadfs jkls
ad fkja ösk f 
lköjsdflks jdkfj  lksjdf 
jksldj 

fljsdfj kds afkj 
as öjf lksjdf lkjasdjf 
lkdjsflkja 
ds fjakd sflkjadsljf as 
kljoiqe tvqi

adjsflk  adsjfka s 
dflkjads fk jas 

Wo hnhaus

Straße Ob erg asse  1

Ort 12345  Sparsta dt

Gebäu detyp R eih enhau s

Effizienzklasse

geringer  E nergiebedarf – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf – geringe Ef fizienz

in kWh pro m² Wohnfläche und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
M ittelwert der Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung un d 

Wa rmw asse r

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude A BCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Energy Performance
Certificate

kasdf öjö
as dfk jadfs jkls
ad fkja ösk f 
lköjsdflks jdkfj  lksjdf 
jksldj 

fljsdfj kds afkj 
as öjf lksjdf lkjasdjf 
lkdjsflkja 
ds fjakd sflkjadsljf as 
kljoiqe tvqi

adjsflk  adsjfka s 
dflkjads fk jas 

W o hnhaus

Straße Ob erg asse  1

Ort 12345  Sparsta dt

Gebäu detyp R eih enhau s

Effizienzklasse

geringer  E nergiebedarf – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf – geringe Ef fizienz

in kWh pro m² Wohnfläche und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
M ittelwert der Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung un d 

Wa rmw asse r

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude A BCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Energy Performance
Certificate

kasdf öjö
as dfk jadfs jkls
ad fkja ösk f 
lköjsdflks jdkfj  lksjdf 
jksldj 

fljsdfj kds afkj 
as öjf lksjdf lkjasdjf 
lkdjsflkja 
ds fjakd sflkjadsljf as 
kljoiqe tvqi

adjsflk  adsjfka s 
dflkjads fk jas 

W o hnhaus

Straße Ob erg asse  1

Ort 12345  Sparsta dt

Gebäu detyp R eih enhau s

Effizienzklasse

geringer  E nergiebedarf – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf – geringe Ef fizienz

in kWh pro m² Wohnfläche und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
M ittelwert der Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung un d 

Wa rmw asse r

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude A BCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

W o hnhaus

Straße Ob erg asse  1

Ort 12345  Sparsta dt

Gebäu detyp R eih enhau s

Effizienzklasse

geringer  E nergiebedarf – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf – geringe Ef fizienz

in kWh pro m² Wohnfläche und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
M ittelwert der Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung un d 

Wa rmw asse r

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude A BCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

behe izte Wohnfläche 150,0 m²

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0,45 705,1 0,5 56,9 12,5 1,63 112,9
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0

DATAMINE
export file

DATAMINE data basemonitoring
centre

certifier

e-mail

certification
software

ex
po

rt

 

 

Online certification with central database 
If certification is carried out through the internet this procedure could be realised in an easier way 
because a direct integration of the harmonised data structure in only one software tool and a direct 
transfer to the DATAMINE data base could be attained.  

monitoring
centre

certifier

internetcertification
software

Energy Performance 
Certificate

kasdföjö
asdfkjadfsjkls

ad fkjaöskf
lköjsdflksjdkfj lksjdf
jksldj

fljsdfj kdsafkj

asöjf lksjdf lkjasdjf
lkdjsflkja

dsfjakd sflkjadsljf as

kljoiqetvqi

adjsflk adsjfkas

dflkjads fkjas

W ohnhaus

Straße Obergasse 1

Ort 1234 5 Sparstadt

Ge bäude typ Reihenha us

Effizienzklasse

geringer Energiebedarf  – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf  – geringe Ef fizienz

in k Wh pro m² Wohnflä che  und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
Mi ttelwert d er Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung und 

W arm wasser

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

Energy Performance 
Certificate
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Ort 1234 5 Sparstadt
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Effizienzklasse

geringer Energiebedarf  – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf  – geringe Ef fizienz

in k Wh pro m² Wohnflä che  und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
Mi ttelwert d er Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung und 

W arm wasser

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

Erdgas

C

Energie-Label

Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

Energy Performance 
Certificate

kasdföjö
asdfkjadfsjkls

ad fkjaöskf
lköjsdflksjdkfj lksjdf
jksldj

fljsdfj kdsafkj
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lkdjsflkja

dsfjakd sflkjadsljf as
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A
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D
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F
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I
hoher Energiebedarf  – geringe Ef fizienz

in k Wh pro m² Wohnflä che  und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
Mi ttelwert d er Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
für Heizung und 

W arm wasser

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²
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Gesamtenergieeffizienz

Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

W ohnhaus

Straße Obergasse 1

Ort 1234 5 Sparstadt

Ge bäude typ Reihenha us

Effizienzklasse

geringer Energiebedarf  – hohe Ef fizienz

A
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

I
hoher Energiebedarf  – geringe Ef fizienz

in k Wh pro m² Wohnflä che  und Jahr

Berechnung (Norm nutzer /  Normkli ma) 64
Mi ttelwert d er Jahre

Messung 2000 bis 2003 76
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W arm wasser

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

Erdgas
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Energie-Label
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Endenergie

Wärmeschutz – Gebäude ABCDEFGHI

Anlagentechnik ABCDEFGHI

beheizte Wohnflä che 150,0 m²

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0,45 705,1 0,5 56,9 12,5 1,63 112,9
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,70 211,01 1,54 331,20 12,5 1,77 513

project data base

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0,45 705,1 0,5 56,9 12,5 1,63 112,9
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,70 211,01 1,54 331,20 12,5 1,77 513

DATAMINE data base
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Empirical inquiries for statistical analysis independent of energy certifi-
cates (representative data) 
At last there is also the possibility to acquire the data independent of the energy certification – for 
example, if a statistical survey is carried out using a sample of buildings which are not yet all pro-
vided with energy certificates (see also chapter 2). In this case the relevant building data must be 
included in the questionnaire, which is used for the survey. 
 

interviews by use of 
questionnaires

Verhaeltnis AN HT qh qtw eP qP
0,50 143,0 1,3 136,2 12,5 1,62 241,2
0,55 478,5 0,5 68,2 12,5 1,61 130,0
0,51 425,5 0,4 57,5 12,5 1,68 117,5
0,45 705,1 0,5 56,9 12,5 1,63 112,9
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 182,63 0,6 93,9 12,5 2,29 244,2
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 88,6 12,5 1,86 187,9
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,75 181,62 0,6 89,5 12,5 1,85 189,0
0,70 211,01 1,54 331,20 12,5 1,77 513

DATAMINE data base
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4 Data Structure 
 
The Common Evaluation Data Structure (short: "Data Structure”), which is elaborated and tested in 
the DATAMINE project, provides a framework for the data to be collected during the monitoring 
process. A total of 255 parameters are defined of which a suitable sample may be selected to de-
scribe the building´s energy performance, depending on the concrete case and the type of energy 
certificate. 
The Data Structure follows a harmonised approach: The existing version 1.0 will be used by all 
DATAMINE partners in their model projects in the same way. This is a test run for a possible later 
broader application. According to the experiences resulting from the implementation of the 12 
model projects, a new final version may be developed at the end of the DATAMINE project, as a 
final deliverable. 
 
Application of the Data Structure 
The data of each model project will be collected in a database, which is an EXCEL worksheet. The 
data of each building is written in a row of the table (data set). The columns of the table describe 
the building properties. Each column (data field) of the table stands for a well defined quantity 
(which may be a number, e.g. conditioned floor area of the building in m² or a string indicating spe-
cial information, e.g. the name of the city where the building is located).  
The following sections define in detail the quantities of the data structure are defined in detail. To 
give a better overview each quantity is written in a row and not (as it will be later the case during 
the concrete data collection) in a column.  
 
Harmonisation 
An important task - especially in the view of the dissemination of the concept - is the harmonisation 
of the data of the Common Evaluation Data Structure: The quantities are defined in the same way 
in each of the 12 model projects. This will be the basis for the comparison of the model projects’ 
results and experiences and for a later dissemination of the DATAMINE concept. It is also a pre-
requisite for the application of the software tool which is developed by IWU (Data Analysis Tool, 
see chapter 5). 
 
Completeness and Practicability 
The Data Structure should be as comprehensive as possible, including all relevant quantities. 
However, it must be kept as simple as possible to be practicable. Accordingly, there was an effort 
to reach a compromise between these two aims and a consensus among all project partners. 
The Data Structure also accounts for the different types of energy certificates in the EU countries 
and in the project partners’ model projects,  as well as the different monitoring aims: For example, 
the data to be delivered from asset rating (calculation of the energy demand of the building) and 
from operational rating (measured energy consumption) are very different. The same applies to 
different types of buildings (certificates of residential and non-residential buildings). 
Thus, it is clear that it will not be possible for every model project to deliver all the required input 
information for all the quantities in the Data Structure. Depending on the properties of the used 
energy certificates and other circumstances, only parts of the data fields will be filled in and the rest 
of the data fields will remain empty. Accordingly, the Data Structure is a general framework for dif-
ferent types of projects and it has to be decided from case to case which part of the Data Structure 
is applicable.  
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Types of collected data 
 
Different groups of quantities were defined as follows: 
 
A. Energy Certificate Data 
Basic data of the energy certificate, e.g. certification date, classification of the building according to 
the national indicators which are used in the energy certificates 
 
B. General data of the building 
Basic data of the type and size of the building: e.g. location (city), building utilisation, conditioned 
floor area  
 
C. Building envelope data 
Data describing the thermal performance of the building envelope (enclosing the heated part of the 
building): U-values and area of the elements, window properties 
 
D. System Data  
Data describing the building energy supply systems, e.g. type of heat generation systems, type of 
heat distribution systems, information on air conditioning systems  
 
E. Calculated Energy Demand (Asset Rating) 
Quantitative results of asset rating e.g. heat demand, hot water demand, energy input and output 
of heat generators and air conditioning equipment, boundary conditions of asset rating 
 
F. Basic Parameters of Operational Rating 
Information on the basic conditions of operational rating, the outcome (measured energy consump-
tion) is indicated in the following chapter G 
 
G. Summary of Energy Consumption and Energy Generation  
Summary of end energy consumption and energy generation, in the first place for operational rat-
ing, but also for asset rating. 
 
H. Primary Energy, CO2 Emissions and benchmarks 
Primary energy demand and CO2 emissions for both operational and asset rating 
 
 
The Appendix of this report presents the Excel work sheet with all quantities of the DATAMINE 
data structure, version 1.0.  The Excel file can also be downloaded from the project website 
http://env.meteo.noa.gr/datamine/ . 
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5 Data Analysis Tool 
 
 
A data analysis tool has been developed by IWU that enables an evaluation of databases with the 
DATAMINE data structure. As soon as the data are collected during the Model Projects the tool will 
• give a general survey of the databases  
• give a survey of the energy performance indicators in a standardised scheme  
• make possible a cross country comparison of energy performance indicators 
 
The tool may also be used in Model Projects, but this is not mandatory. Model Projects that are 
based to already existing data bases may use their own tools. If other software tools are used, the 
DATAMINE tool can be seen as a „template“ for the evaluation procedures. The quantities that can  
be analysed by the tool will be for example: 
• building envelope: 

− U-values of walls, roofs, floors, windows 
− specific heat transmission losses 

• performance of the systems for heating, DHW, ventilation, cooling, lighting 
− system losses and efficiency factors 
− calculated energy demand per m² of the building and of the systems 
− measured energy consumption per m² 
− CO2 emissions per m² 

 
The functional specifications of the tool are: 
• combination of different databases  
• plausibility checks 
• overall statistics: number of buildings of different categories, building sizes and ages  
• correlation of variables: e.g. energy consumption depending of building size, mean U-value, 

window size and other parameters, correlation of calculated and measured consumption – 
cross country comparison 

• detailed statistical analyses for building subsets:  
U-values and system efficiencies as a function of building age and size etc. 
 – cross country comparison 

 
The following figures present some screen shots of the DATAMINE tool, which illustrate the fea-
tures and performance. 
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fig. 1: Selection of variables to be analysed 

 
 

fig. 2: Selection of data bases to be analysed 

 
 

fig. 3: Selection and definition of composed variables 
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fig. 4: xy-Analysis  

 

 

fig. 5: Example for an xy-analysis  
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fig. 6: Statistical analysis 

 

 

fig. 7: Example for a statistical analysis 
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Appendix: DATAMINE Data Structure 1.0  
The following pages present the Excel worksheet with all quantities of the DATAMINE data struc-
ture, version 1.0. The definition of the 255 data fields is given first, followed at the end by classifica-
tion lists, which provide predefined values for some of the data fields. 
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DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

Predefined Values applicable for all data fields
initialisation, there has been no input <empty> : no input (data field is empty)
this information is not available for the certifier U: unknown
the component for which this information is required is not 
existent

-:  not existent (minus symbol)

A Energy Certificate Data
1 data set identity code ID_dataset primary key for the unambiguous identification of the data set 

during data processing
p two letter ISO country code 

+ "-" 
+ ID_building (building identity code, see below)
+ "-"
+ "0" in case of a whole building. In case of an apartment the 
index number "1", "2", "3" ... of the apartment in the building 
+"-"
+ dataset index number "1", "2", "3", ... if there are several 
data sets for the same building or apartment (indicate always
"1" if only one dataset exists for a building).

examples: 
"de-..(building identity code)...-0-2", indicates that it is a German 
building, that the data set is about the whole building (and not a 
single apartment) and that it is the second data set for this 
building in the data base 
"nl-..(building identity code)...-2-1" indicates that it is a Dutch 
building, the data set corresponds to apartment no. 2 of the 
building and it is the first data set for this apartment in the data 
base.

Building identity code: Code system to be defined for each 
application or country. It is used for the data set identity code 
(see above). Please don't use names and addresses for reasons 
of data privacy protection. A very simple solution would be just to 

special remarks to the apartment index number in the buildin
2 indicator for building or apartment indicator_ap indicates, if the data set (that means the energy certificate) 

reflects a whole building or an apartment, see predefined values
p

b: the data set is for a building
p: the data set is for a  part of a building (more than one 
apartement or a part of a non-residential building) 
a: the data set is for an apartement

3 status of the dataset status_dataset serves as an indicator for evaluation p test: dataset for test purposes only
real: dataset for a building in the actual state
design: dataset for a building in a future state (no information 
available, if it is a new building or retrofitted building) 
design_new: design data set for a new building to be erected
design_existing: design data set for an existing building to be 
renovated

4 date of certification ce_date f value free but format predefined: 
 "yyyy-mm-dd"
for example "2006-01-24"



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

5 status of the certificate status_ce see predefined values, depending on national specification offical: it is an official certificate according to national regulations
nonofficial: it is not an offical certifcate

Remark: If this quantity is used, provide a definition of "official" 
and "nonofficial"

6 certification software software if applicable: software used for energy certification (according to 
predefined values)

p Provide a national list of sotware tools (if the applied software is 
not included in the list: indicate "other") 

7 qualification of energy consultant consultant qualification of the energy consultant who issues the energy 
certificate

p This data field is free for national definition, if necessary. 
Otherwise use the following code:

a: architect
e: engineer (university, technical college)
c: craftsman
s: building owner (self-cerification) 
other: other

remark: if a different definition is provided, the above given letters 
a,e,c,s may not be used.

8 reason of the making of the energy 
certificate

reason There may be different reasons for the building owner to order an 
energy certificate

p law: energy certificate was made because it was demanded by 
law or other (national) regulation (no further information available)
law_new: energy certificate was demanded because it is a new 
building
law_owner: energy certificate was demanded because the 
owner changed
law_tenant: energy certificate was demanded because tenants 
changed
law_display: display in public buildings 
law_other: other occasion demanded by law
incentive: energy certificate was made because it was a 
prerequisite for the financial support by an energy saving 
incentive programme
voluntary: energy certificate was voluntarily ordered by the 
building owner (= was not demanded by law or by an incentive 
programme)

9 data quality indicator data_quality If there is information available on data quality, it can be given 
here according to a list of predefined values. Details have to be 
defined on national level, if applicable.

p to be defined for each country, if applicable



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

10 code for proposed measures measures in case that the energy certificate includes proposals for energy 
saving measures they can be indicated by a 8 digit binary code
There are two possible cases to be considered in the binary code 
(see predefined values):

1. The data set describes a building in the actual state 
(status_dataset: "real"), so the proposed measures are not 
considered in the respective dataset  (especially in the energy 
balance). In this case all proposed measures (also if they belong 
to different "packages" of proposed measures) should be 
indicated in the digits 1-7 and digit 8 should be set "0". 

2. The data set describes a certain "package" of proposed 
measures (which are considered in this dataset). In this case 
status_dataset is "design_..", the proposed measures of this 
certain package should be indicated in the digits 1-7 and digit 8 
should be set "1".

p 8 digit binary code:
1. digit: thermal insulation of wall ("1" if proposed, "0" if not 
proposed)
2. digit: new windows or glazing ("1" or "0", see above)
3. digit: insulation of roof or upper floor ceiling
4. digit: insulation of ground floor or cellar ceiling
5. digit: modernisation of the heat supply system
6. digit: modernisation of the cooling / air conditioning system
7. digit: modernisiation of the lighting system
8. digit: "1" if all proposed measures are already considered in 
this dataset, "0" if not
e.g. "00001000" indicates, that the modernisation of the heat 
supply system is the only proposed measure and that this 
modernisation measure is not considered in this dataset

11 type of 1. national indicator type_indicator1 In the different countries, also depending on the type of building 
and certificate, there are different indicators which characterise 
the energy performance of the building. For example the energy 
performance may be indicated by the total primary energy 
demand in kWh/m²a or just by a letter between A (very good) and 
J (very bad). Usually there will be more than one indicator (e.g. 
separate indicators for the whole building, the building envelope 
and the heating system).
For every country a list of the most important indicators used in 
the energy certificates (according to EPBD implementation) has 
to be provided.
Even if the quantity is labeled "national indicator" also other 
suitable kinds of indicators  may be considered, e.g. 
internationally harmonised indicators

p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 
scheme of predefined values)

12 value of 1. national indicator value_indicator1 value of the  above defined indicator given in the energy 
certificate

f

13 type of 2. national indicator type_indicator2 similar to 1. Indicator p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 
scheme of predefined values)

14 value of 2. national indicator value_indicator2 f
15 type of 3. national indicator type_indicator3 similar to 1. Indicator p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 

scheme of predefined values)
16 value of 3. national indicator value_indicator3 f
17 type of 4. national indicator type_indicator4 similar to 1. Indicator p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 

scheme of predefined values)
18 value of 4. national indicator value_indicator4 f
19 type of 5. national indicator type_indicator5 similar to 1. Indicator p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 

scheme of predefined values)
20 value of 5. national indicator value_indicator5 f
21 type of 6. national indicator type_indicator6 similar to 1. Indicator p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 

scheme of predefined values)



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

22 value of 6. national indicator value_indicator6 f
23 type of 7. national indicator type_indicator7 similar to 1. Indicator p to be defined for each country (provide a list according to the 

scheme of predefined values)
24 value of 7. national indicator value_indicator7 f

B General Building Data 
25 building location: city bu_city f
26 building location: post code bu_post_code f
27 building location: region bu_region if applicable, for each country a list of regions (respectively 

provinces, departments, Bundesländer ...) should be provided
p according to national list of regions

28 building location: climate zone bu_climate if national climate zones are defined a list should be provided p according to national list of climate zones
29 building erection year/period: first year year1_building a (year) year of erection (finishing) of the building. If not the concrete year 

but the approximate time period is  known (e.g. building was 
erected some time between 1900 and 1920) insert here the  first 
year of this time intervall (in the example: 1900)

f For example the year 2000 is indicated "2000" (and not: "00") 
In case of planned buildings: indicate planned erection year or 
period (Than in any case also indicate status_dataset: "design")

30 erection year/period : last year year2_building a (year) If the year of erection is exactly known insert it here a second 
time. If it is  not exactly known insert the last year of erection 
period (in the example: 1920) 

f

31 main building utilisation main_utilisation main utilisation of the building. p see classifiation list for "Utilisation Types"

A more detailed national definition of utilisation types is possible. 
If so, provide a definition list. This new definition must build upon 
the old one according to the following scheme: Add a line to the 
old definition and then add the detailed specification. Always 
keep the old definition as an option. Example:
 old:
school
new: 
school: school (no further information available)
school_primary: primary school
school_secondary: secondary school
school_vocational: vocational school
school_other: other school (neither primary nor secondary)

32 fraction of main building utilisation f_main fraction of the building which is assigned to the main building 
utilisation (value between 0 and 1). The fraction may be defined 
according to a suitable quantity of building size, if possible 
according to a suitable definition of conditioned floor area (see 
below) or building volume. 

f

33 second building utilisation second_utilisation second utilisation of the building p see classifiation list for "Utilisation Types"
34 fraction of second building utilisation f_second fraction of the building which is assigned to the second building 

utilisation. 
f

35 third building utilisation third_utilisation third utilisation of the building p see classifiation list for "Utilisation Types"
36 fraction of third building utilisation f_third fraction of the building which is assigned to the third building 

utilisation. 
Remark: If there are up to 3 building utilisations: f_main + 
f_second + f_third = 1, if there are more than 3: f_main + 
f_second + f_third < 1 

f



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

37 conditioned reference floor area A_C_national m² reference area determined according to national EPBD 
regulations
Since different definitions exist in the different countries this area 
is used only for national evaluation. 

Please give input for the following areas in addition. Only if some 
area type is not available it may rest empty. Of course the 
national reference area may be identical with one of the following 
areas.

general remark: "conditioned" building area (or building volume) 
refers here and in the following to that part of a building which is 
supplied by a heating system and/or an air-conditioning system. 
(air-conditioning  means here at least cooling, not only 
ventilation)

f

38 conditioned gross floor area A_C_extdim m² conditioned floor area calculated on the basis of external 
dimensions (measured to the outside surface of external walls)

f

39 conditioned floor area A_C_intdim m² conditioned floor area calculated on the basis of internal 
dimensions (measured to the inside surface of external walls) 
The floor area may be the gross internal area (= total building 
area measured inside external walls) or the net internal area (= 
total building area measured inside external and internal walls) - 
since the difference is small we don't distinguish between both.
The conditioned area is generally equal with the heated area or 
with the air-conditioned area, dependend of which is the bigger 
one.

f

40 conditioned useful floor area A_C_use m² section of the conditioned net floor area primarily dedicated to the
utilisation of the building, excluding functional and circulation 
areas (excluding e.g. stair cases in all buildings, corridors in non-
residential buildings).
In office buildings the conditioned useful floor area is equivalent 
to the net lettable area.

f

41 conditioned living area A_C_living m² section of the conditioned net floor area inside of  the 
appartments of the building (only to be filled in for buildings which 
are completely or at least partly used as residential buildings)

f

42 conditioned building volume V_C m³ conditioned volume of the building (external dimensions) f
43 value of further indicator of building 

size 
building_size value of the further indicator of building size defined in the 

classification list (to be related to the main building utilisation)
f

44 fraction of the conditioned floor area 
supplied with a heating system

f_heating fraction of the conditioned floor area  that is supplied by a heating 
system (normally f_heating = 1, unless the air-contitioned area is 
bigger than the heated area).  If none of the above mentioned 
floor areas  is available, the fraction may also be related to the 
conditioned building volume 

f



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

45 fraction of the conditioned floor area 
supplied with a mechanical ventilation 
system

f_mecvent fraction of the conditioned floor area  that is supplied by a 
mechanical ventilation system (may be > 1 if e.g. an underground
parking is included in the building).  If none of the above 
mentioned floor areas  is available, the fraction may also be 
related to the conditioned building volume

f

46 fraction of the conditioned floor area 
supplied by a cooling / air-conditioning 
system

f_ac fraction of the conditioned floor area that is supplied by a cooling 
or air-conditioning system
If none of the above mentioned floor areas  is available, the 
fraction may also be related to the conditioned building volume

f

47 number of storeys n_storey number of conditioned floors/storeys of the building (without attic 
storey, without cellar) (see below)
If there is a completely conditioned underground storey it is not 
considered here (In this case there is a completely conditioned 
cellar, so cellar_cond=c, see below). If there are more than one 
conditioned underground storeys the number exceeding 1 has to 
be considered here (add them to the number of storeys above 
ground).

f

48 conditioned part of the attic storey attic_cond see predefined values p c: completely conditioned
p: partly conditioned
n: not conditioned

49 conditioned part of the cellar or 
underground floor

cellar_cond see predefined values
only areas which are heated and/or air-conditioned (supplied with 
at least a cooling  system), e.g. no underground parking 

p c: completely conditioned
p: partly conditioned
n: not conditioned

50 number of apartments in the building n_apartments number of apartments in residential or mixed buildings f

51 situation of attached neighbour 
buildings (or apartments)

attached_neighbours see "predefined values". p if the dataset is for a building indicate:
b_alone: stand-alone building / no neighbour
b_n1: part of a set of connected buildings, with one neighbour 
(e.g. building at the end of a row)
b_n2: part of a set of connected buildings, with two or more 
neighbours (e.g. building inside a row or a block, or building as 
part of a complicated complex)

If the dataset is for an apartment or another part of the building, 
indicate:
a_top: apartment on top of the building (beneath the roof or a 
non-heated attic)
a_bottom: apartment at the bottom of the building (above soil or 
a non-heated cellar)
a_top_bottom: apartment beneath roof/attic and above 
soil/cellar
a_inner: an "inner" apartment, that means neither on top nor at 
the bottom of the building (= apartment is adjacent to conditioned 
rooms above and below)



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
Version 1.0 from 30th October 2006

No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

52 further building type indicator building_indicator according to national conditions further information on the 
buildings may be given (e.g. brick wall building, wood building, 
panel building) if applicable. If the indicator is used, this should 
be carried out according to the scheme of "predefined values". 
That means a list of predefined values should be defined on 
national level.

p to be defined for each country, if applicable

53 Indicator for indoor environmental 
quality

ieq to be defined on national level, if applicable p to be defined, if applicable

C Building Envelope Data general remark: building envelope means all building 
elements/surfaces which seperate the heated/conditioned 
building interior from the building exterior. So all those elements 
must be assigned to either "walls", "roofs and upper floor 
ceilings", "basement areas" or "windows".
  
In case of existing buildings often there are no exact but only 
estimated values available (e.g. element areas or U-values). 
Nevertheless they should be inserted here. 

Heat transfer coefficients (U-values) do not include the effects of 
thermal bridges at the edge of the elements (that means where 
they are adjacent to other elements: For example thermal bridges
where walls are connected to the roof or to a balcony). Those 
thermal bridges are only considered in H_bridges. On the other 
hand thermal bridges inside the elements are usually included. 
For example  in case of windows the U-value is a mean value 
considering the glasing, the frame and the thermal bridges at the 
connection of glasing and frame (but the thermal bridges of the 
connection of window and wall are not considered in the U-value).

complete building envelope:
54 total transmission heat transfer 

coefficient of the building
H_transmission W/K Total heat transfer coefficient of the building envelope according 

to transmission losses = Transmission losses of the building in 
Watt per Kelvin temperature difference between inside and 
outside air = Sum of the product U-value x area x correction 
factors for all surfaces of the building envelope + Heat transfer 
coefficient of thermal bridges. The correction factors take into 
account that temperature differences are lower if the elements of 
the building envelope are not against outside air but against 
ground or a cold room, for example. The value relates to the 
existing situation of the building (not a possible prescribed value 
according to national regulation)

f

55 transmission heat transfer according 
to thermal bridges

H_bridges W/K Heat transfer coefficient of the building's heat bridges (should 
also be included in the total transmission heat transfer coefficient 
of the building H_transmission)

walls:
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No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

56 Total wall area A_wall m² area of opaque vertical elements ("walls") of the building 
envelope (not windows), exterior surface excluding the surface of 
windows in the wall. 
the orientation of the walls (e.g. north/south) does not play a role 
here: add all surfaces and give only one value. Include doors if 
they are not transparent. According to the above "general 
remark" only walls with heat losses are to be considered (e.g. no 
walls adjacent to heated neighbouring buildings)

f

57 Average U-value of wall U_wall W/(m²K) weighted U-value of all walls,   U_wall = ( U_wall_1 x A_wall_1 + 
U_wall_2 x A_wall_2  + ....... + U_wall_n x A_wall_n x f_wall_n ) / 
(A_wall_1 + A_wall_2 + ..... + A_wall_n)       Here are : U_wall_i =
Uvalue of wall type i ; A_wall_i = total surface of wall type i  

f

58 fraction of total wall area against 
outside air

f_wall_air walls may be against outside air, other non-heated rooms (e.g. 
cellar) or solid. Here the fraction of the total wall area adjacent to 
outside air is to be indicated between 0 and 1. If, for example, 80 
% of the total wall area is against outside air and 20 % against 
solid, indicate here: 0,8.

59 area of representative wall 1 A_wall_1 m² area of the largest wall type. Walls with the same or similar U-
values should be seen as one wall, independent of their 
orientation. "Largest wall type" means wall type with the biggest 
surface area. 

f

60 U-value of representative wall 1 U_wall_1 W/(m²K) U-value (thermal transmittance) of walls 1 f

61 area of representative wall 2 A_wall_2 m² area of the second largest wall type. f
62 U-value of representative wall 2 U_wall_2 W/(m²K) U-value (thermal transmittance) of walls 2 f
63 area of representative wall 3 A_wall_3 m² area of the third largest wall type f
64 U-value of representative wall 3 U_wall_3 W/(m²K) U-value (thermal transmittance) of walls 3 f

windows:
65 Total window area A_window m² similar as for walls, now for windows 

please  note: window area = glasing + frame !! Do not deal with 
frames separately (e.g. by defining them as walls). Doors may be 
treated as windows or as walls.

f

66 average U-value of windows U_window W/(m²K) similar as for walls f
67 average g-value of windows g_window g-value = total solar energy transmittance of glazing (for radiation 

perpendicular to the glazing), here: weighted value according to 
the area of different windows

f



DATAMINE DATA STRUCTURE
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No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

68 type of shading systems type_shading Indicate shading systems which are applied to avoid overheating 
in summer. See predefined values (binary code)

p 6 digit binary code:
1.digit: "1" if the building is completely equipped with active or 
passive shading systems, "0" if not ("completely" means: indicate 
"1" only if a shading of all or almost all of the relevant windows 
can be attained. Relevant windows are those which might cause 
overheating in summer (depending on building type and climate, 
may for example be without northern windows). 
2. digit: application of shutters/roller blinds outside the windows 
or between the window panes
3. digit: application of other movable outside shading systems
4. digit: application of passive (non movable) outside shading 
systems (may be non movable shading fins or balconies, for 
example)
5. digit: application of window roller blinds inside the rooms
6. digit: considerable shading is provided by the building's 
surrounding (e.g. by trees or neighbouring buildings)

69 window area oriented south A_window_south m² if there are windows with exact south-west or south-east 
orientation, assign 1/2 of their area to "south" and 1/2 to "west" or 
"east", respectively. Orientations north-west and north-east are  
treated in the same way. 

f

70 window area oriented west A_window_west m² f
71 window area oriented north A_window_north m² f
72 window area oriented east A_window_east m² f

73 area of representative window 1 A_window_1 m² area of the largest window type, similar as for walls, again 
combine windows with similar  U-values, independent of their 
orientation.

f

74 U-value of representative window 1 U_window_1 W/(m²K) f
75 area of representative window 2 A_window_2 m² f
76 U-value of representative window 2 U_window_2 W/(m²K) f

f
roofs and upper floor ceilings roof means all elements of the building envelope at the top of the 

building, roofs and upper floor ceilings both have to be 
considered here (but only if they are part of the "heat exchanging"
building envelope)

77 total roof area A_roof m² total area of roofs and upper floor ceilings (in case of tilted roofs: 
actual area - not the footprint)

78 average U-value of roof elements U_roof W/(m²K) similar to walls
79 type of representative roof element 1 type_roof_1 type of the larges roof type, again combine elements with the 

similar U-values
p tr: tilted roof element

fr:  flat roof element
uc: upper floor ceiling
r: roof element (unknown if tilted or flat)

80 area of representative roof element 1 A_roof_1 m² similar to walls f

81 U-value of roof element 1 U_roof_1 W/(m²K) similar to walls f
82 type of representative roof element 2 type_roof_2 p see roof 1

83 area of  roof element 2 A_roof_2 m² f
84 U-value of roof element 2 U_roof_2 W/(m²K) f
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predefined values

basement areas: basement means here all horizontal elements of the thermal 
building envelope with a floor (that means: where people walk 
upon).
e.g. cellar ceilings are to be considered as well as the basement 
floor against ground (as far as they are part of the "heat 
exchanging" building envelope). Floors which are adjacent to 
outdoor air ("pilotis") are here also to be considered (although 
actually they are of course in an upper storey)

85 total basement area A_basement m² similar to walls
86 average U-value of basement U_basement W/(m²K) similar to walls
87 area of representative basement 

element 1
A_basement_1 m² similar to walls, largest basement type f

88 U-value of basement element 1 U_basement_1 W/(m²K) f
89 area of representative basement 

element 2
A_basement_2 m² second largest basement type f

90 U-value of basement element 2 U_basement_2 W/(m²K) f

D System Data 
heat generation for space heating 
and hot water supply

91 degree of centralisation of 1. heat 
generator 

centralisation_heatgen_1 see  predefined values.
If possible the main system of heat generation in the building 
(that one which produces the largest amount of heat) should be 
chosen as first heat generator

p dh: district heating 
cb: central system for the building
ap: system for each apartment (or for a group of rooms e.g. in 
office buildings) (in case of one-appartment buildings use cb)
rm: heat generators in the rooms (e.g. stoves, small electric hot 
water devices)
other: other

92 type of 1. heat generator type_heatgen_1 type of main heating system, see "predefined values".
Heat generators of the same type are combined, e.g. if a building 
is heated by 6 stoves in different rooms they are all united in 
type_heatgen_1: st (stoves)

p see "classification lists": heat generator types

93 energy carrier of 1. heat generator ecarrier_heatgen_1 energy carrier see "predefined values" p see sheet "classification lists": energy carrier type
94 use  of 1. heat generator use_heatgen_1 A code indicating the use of the  heat generation system  (Is the 

system supplying heat for heating or hot water?).  See predefined
values. If the heat generator also produces heat (or in case of a 
"reversible" system even cold) for the air conditioning/cooling 
system this will be considered below (see quantities assigned to 
air conditioning)

p binary code
1. digit: heating
2. digit: hot water
=>
10: only heating, no hot water
11: heating and hot water
01: hot water, not heating

95 erection year/period of 1. heat 
generator: first year

year_1_heatgen_1 a (year) Erection year of the heat generator. If it is not exactly known, but 
the approximate time period is know, insert here the first year of 
this time intervall (e.g. 1970 if the heat generator was installed 
some time between 1970 and 1980).
 If a part of the heat generator was modernised (e.g. boiler 
installed 1980,  new burner installed 1995)  insert here the 
installation year of the main part of the heat generator (in this 
case: 1980).

f
For example the year 2000 is indicated "2000" (and not: "00")
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predefined values

96 erection year/period of 1. heat 
generator : last year

year_2_heatgen_1 a (year) If the installation year is exactly known, insert it here a second 
time. If only the approximate period is known, insert  here the last 
year of that period (e.g. 1980 for a heat generator that was 
installed between 1970 and 1980).

f

97 degree of centralisation of 2. heat 
generator 

centralisation_heatgen_2 similar to 1. heat generator. As far as possible the second largest 
heat generator (that one which produces the second largest 
amount of heat) should be considered here.

p

98 type of 2. heat generator type_heatgen_2 p
99 energy carrier of 2. heat generator ecarrier_heatgen_2 p
100 use  of 2. heat generator use_heatgen_2 p
101 degree of centralisation of 3. heat 

generator 
centralisation_heatgen_3 similar to 1. heat generator 

here: third largest generator (and so on)
p

102 type of 3. heat generator type_heatgen_3 p
103 energy carrier of 3. heat generator ecarrier_heatgen_3 p
104 use  of 3. heat generator use_heatgen_3 p
105 degree of centralisation of 4. heat 

generator 
centralisation_heatgen_4 similar to 1. heat generator p

106 type of 4. heat generator type_heatgen_4 p
107 energy carrier of 4. heat generator ecarrier_heatgen_4 p
108 use  of 4. heat generator use_heatgen_4 p

109 district heating generation types types_dh In case there is district heating, specifiy the type of heat 
generation if information is available (see predefined code 
system)

p 5 digit code. Insert "0" if the type of heat generation is not used, 
"1" if it is used (contribution to heat generation unknown or up to 
50 %) and "2" if it is the dominant heat generator (> 50 % of heat 
production)
1. digit: boilers
2. digit: cogeneration systems
3. digit: solar thermal systems
4. digit: fuel driven heat pumps (e.g. gas motor heat pump)
5. digit: others
e.g. code 12000 means that more than 50 % of district heat is 
produced in CHP engines and the rest is produced in boilers

110 district heating fuels fuels_dh fuels used for heat generation in the district heating system (if 
applicable)

p 5 digit code. Insert "0" if the fuel is not used, "1" if it is used 
(share of fuel demand unknown or up to 50 %) and "2" if the 
share of this fuel (measured by the upper calorific value) is above 
50 %.
1. digit: gas
2. digit: oil
3. digit: coal
4. digit: biomass
5. digit: others

e.g. 100100 means that the heat generators of the district heating
network are using gas and biomass and that it is not known 
which of these two fuels dominates

heating system: control and heat 
distribution 
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predefined values

111 type of heat distribution for space 
heating

type_distribution_heating heat distribution means the heat transport from a central heat 
generator (which supplies more than one room) to the rooms,
see  predefined values

p water: hot water serves as the heat carrier of the heating system 
(e.g. supplying radiators or a floor heating system)
air: air as heat carrier
ref: refrigerant as heat carrier
no: no heat carrier (e.g. stoves)
mixed: mixed system (e.g. combination of hot water and air 
heating system)

112 insulation grade of distribution pipes 
of the space heating system outside 
the heated part of the building

insulation_distribution_heating The insulation grade may be "low", "medium" or "good". Because 
the available data may be very different there are two possible 
ways to describe the insulation grade:
a) by the thermal transmittance UL 

b) by the insulation layer thickness d

If national regulations use fixed categories for the classification of 
pipe insulation instead of U-values or insulation thickness, please 
dedicate each of these categories to one of the predefined values
"low", "medium" and "high".

p a) If the linear thermal transmittance UL [W/(m·K)] is known: 
high:           UL  <  0,25 W/(m·K)
medium:    UL  <  0,5 W/(m·K)
low:            else

b) If the insulation layer thickness d [mm] is known:
high:           d  >  0,75 · dPipe  

medium:    d  >  0,25 · dPipe

low:            else

If a relevant fraction of the distribution system is not insulated 
indicate "low".

113 alignment of main supply pipes for 
heating distribution

align_distribution_heating alignment of horizontal main supply pipes
zone "V" (distribution to the shafts)of and of vertical main supply 
pipes
zone "S" (vertical shafts)   according to prEN 15316-2-3. 
(This specification is an indicator for the not recoverable heat 
losses.)
see predefined values

outside_central: horizontal mainly outside of the thermal 
envelope (e.g. under the cellar ceiling), vertical central strings 
inside the building
outside_walls: horizontal mainly outside of the thermal envelope 
(e.g. under the cellar ceiling), vertical alignment near the outer 
walls of the building.
inside_central: horizontal mainly inside of the thermal envelope, 
vertical central strings inside the building
inside_walls: horizontal mainly inside of the thermal envelope, 
vertical alignment near the outer walls of the building

114 control of the heat emission control_heat_emission see predefined values p c: control of the heat emission by the building users is possible 
(e.g. by valves at the radiators), no further infomation available
c_simple: simple system: heat emission is directly adjusted by 
the users (e.g. by simple non-thermostatic valves)
c_th: user control by thermostatic valves or other thermostatic 
control equipment
c_complex: user control by a complex system (more complex 
than just thermostatic control, e.g. including timers) or by a 
building management system
nc: there is no heat emission control (e.g. no valves at the 
radiators) 

115 heat distribution set temperature heat_set_temperature degrees 
Celsius

maximum supply temperature of the heat distribution (at the 
coldest day of the year)

f
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predefined values

116 control of heat distribution 
temperature

heat_temperature_control see predefined values p constant: constant heat distribution temperature (no control)
control: controlled heat distribution temperature (no further 
information)
control_out: control of heat distribution temperature only 
according to outdoor air temperature
control_other_simple: other simple control of the heat 
distribution temperature (by only one set value, e.g. control of 
distribution temperature according to indoor air temperature)
control_comp: more complex control system for the heat 
distribution temperatur (more than one set value, e.g. indoor as 
well as outdoor air  temperature or control by a building 
management system)

hot water: heat distribution 
117 type of heat distribution for hot water 

supply
type_distribution_hotwater see  predefined values p circ: circulation system: hot water is  pumped through a loop 

(leading from the heat generator or storage tank through the 
building and back) to supply the water taps quickly with hot water 
when they are opened.
no_circ: no circulation system: the water taps are supplied by the
heat generator or storage tank with  a one-way pipe system (not 
by a loop).

118 insulation grade of distribution pipes 
of the hot water  system 

insulation_distribution_hotwater equal to space heating pipes, see above p equal to space heating pipes, see above

119 alignment of horizontal main supply 
pipes for hot water distribution

align_h_distribution_hotwater alignment of horizontal main supply pipes for hot water 
distribution
zone "V" (distribution to the shafts) according to prEN 15316-3-2. 
(This specification is an indicator for the not recoverable heat 
losses.)
see predefined values

outside: mainly outside of the thermal envelope (e.g. under the 
cellar ceiling)
inside: mainly inside of the thermal envelope

ventilation
120 type of mechanical ventilation system type_mecvent This quantity refers to the operation of mechanical ventilation 

systems. If the ventilation system also serves as the heating 
system (using air as the heat carrier) this must be indicated 
above in type_distribution_heating.
See predefined values

p -: no mechanical ventilation system (also exhaust air systems 
only for short time use in bath and/or kitchen are to be indicated  
as "no mechanical ventilation system")
mv: mechanical ventilation system, no further information 
available
mv_ex: exhaust air ventilation system
mv_supex: supply/exhaust air ventilation system, no further 
information available
mv_supex_he: supply/exhaust air ventilation system with heat 
exchanger(s) for heat recovery and/or cold recovery
mv_supex_nhe: supply/exhaust air ventilation system without 
heat exchangers

remark: if heat recovery is  carried out by a heat pump, this is not 
a "heat exchanger". The heat pump has to be indicated as a heat 
generator separately (see above)
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121 air change of the mechanical 
ventilation system

airchange 1/h design value of the air change rate of the building's mechanical 
ventilation system in m³ per hour.

f

122 control of air change control_air see predefined values p constant: air change rate is constant during operation
control: controlled air change rate (control during operation of 
the system by the users and/or an automatic control system)

Air Conditioning/Cooling (AC)

123 use of  air conditioning / cooling 
system 

use_ac see predefined values. p binary code
1. digit: cooling
2. digit: dehumidification
3. digit: humidification

e.g. "110" means cooling with dehumidification, but without 
humidification

124 cold transport to the rooms type_distribution_ac see predefined values p no: no cold distribution (because cold is produced in the rooms)
air: cold air is transferred to the rooms
water: cold water is transferred to the rooms
ref: cold transfer by a refrigerant
mixed: mixed system

125 cold emission into the rooms emission_ac see predefined values p air: cold air is directly injected into the room 
he: a heat exchanger is applied to transfer cold to the room (no 
further information available)
he_fan: the room air is transferred to the heat exchanger with the 
help of a fan (e.g. fan-coil unit)
he_area: a large area heat exchanger without a fan is applied 
(the heat exchanger is usually placed at the surface or inside of a 
wall or ceiling)
he_other: other system with a heat exchanger
mixed: mix of cold air injection and heat exchangers
other: other system

126 degree of centralisation of the 1. cold 
generation system 

centralisation_cold_1 see predefined values p dc: district cooling
cb: central cooling for the building (e.g. cold generation in a 
central chiller) 
ap: system for an apartment or for a group of rooms (e.g. in an 
office building) 
rm: cooling/air conditioners for single rooms (e.g. wall units, split 
unit heat pumps)
mixed: mixed
other: other
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127 type of 1. cold generation system type_cold_1 type of the 1. cold generation engine (If there is more than one 
cold generator that one which produces the largest amount of 
cold should be indicated here). If a "reversible" process driven by 
a compression engine is applied (that means that the system is 
also operated as a heat pump for production of heat for space 
heating and/or hot water supply) the system must also be 
considered in the list of heat generators for space heating and 
hot water supply (and maybe also in the below list of  heat 
generators for the air conditioning/cooling system)  separately. 
This is also the case if the motor which drives the compression 
engine is a cogeneration system (exhaust heat is used for space 
heating, hot water or air conditioning/cooling). 

p comp: compression engine, type unknown
comp_ncog_nrev: compression engine, driven by a non-
cogeneration motor (without exhaust heat use), non-reversible 
cold generation cycle process (= only operated for air 
conditioning and cooling in summer, not producing heat for space 
heating or hot water supply) 
comp_cog_rev: compression engine, driven by a cogeneration 
motor (with exhaust heat use),  reversible process (=also 
producing heat for space heating and hot water supply) 
comp_ncog_rev: compression engine, driven by a non-
cogeneration motor, reversible process
comp_cog_nrev: compression engine, driven by a cogeneration 
motor, non-reversible process
heat: heat driven cold production (eg. absorption process, 
adsorption process)
dc: district cold
passive: cold production without using a cold generation engine 
(use of natural cold sources, "passive cooling", e.g. natural 
ventilation, evaporative cooling, ground cooling)
other: other

128 cold source of the 1. cold generation 
system 

source_cold_1 cold source = heat sink of the ac system p air: outdoor-ambient air (all other than via a cooling tower)
ct: outdoor-ambient air via a cooling tower
water: ground water, water from a lake or river
soil: soil
dc: district cold
other: other

129 energy carrier of the 1. cold 
generation system

ecarrier_cold_1 If the cold generation process is driven by  a compression engine,
insert the energy carrier used by the motor. If the process is 
driven by heat, specify the information according to the 
predefined values. If there is passive cooling no more specific 
information is necessary

p If the cold generation process is driven by  a compression engine,
insert the energy carrier used by the motor according to the 
classification list "energy carrier types". 

If the cold generation process is driven by heat or in case of 
district cold or  "passive" cooling insert again:
heat, dc or passive

130 erection year/period of 1. cold 
generation system: first year

year_1_cold_1 a (year) similar to erection year/period of 1. heat generator f

131 erection year/period of 1. heat 
generator : last year

year_2_cold_1 a (year) similar to erection year/period of 1. heat generator f

132 degree of centralisation of the 2. cold 
generation system 

centralisation_cold_2 similar to 1. cold generation system p

133 type of 2. cold generation system type_cold_2 similar to 1. cold generation system p
134 cold source of the 2. cold generation 

system 
source_cold_2 similar to 1. cold generation system p

135 energy carrier of the 2. cold 
generation system

ecarrier_cold_2 similar to 1. cold generation system p
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136 type of 1. heat generator used by the 
air conditioning/cooling system

type_heatgen_ac_1 Heat generators may be used by the ac system for the driving of 
the cold generation cycle (e.g. in an absorption process) or for 
the energy input to the humidification and dehumidification 
process. Also steam generators should be indicated here. 

p insert the type of heat generator from the classification list "heat 
generator types". If it is a steam generator insert: "steam 
generator"

137 use of 1. heat generator used by the 
air conditioning/cooling system

use_heatgen_ac_1 see predefined values (binary code). If the heat generator is also 
used for space heating and/or hot water supply this has to be 
indicated in the digits 4 and 5. The heat generator must than be 
included in the above list of heat generators for space heating 
and hot water supply separately.

p binary code
1. digit: cold generation
2. digit: dehumidification
3. digit: humidification
4. digit: space heating
5. digit: hot water supply

138 energy carrier of the 1. heat generator 
used by the air conditioning/cooling 
system

ecarrier_heatgen_ac_1 energy carrier of heatgen_ac_1 p according to classification list "energy carrier types"

139 type of 2. heat generator used by the 
air conditioning/cooling system

type_heatgen_ac_2 similar to heatgen_ac_1 p

140 use of 2. heat generator used by the 
air conditioning/cooling system

use_heatgen_ac_2 similar to heatgen_ac_1 p

141 energy carrier of the 2. heat generator 
used by the air conditioning/cooling 
system

ecarrier_heatgen_ac_2 similar to heatgen_ac_1 p

142 insulation grade of distribution pipes 
and/or ducts of the cooling/air 
conditioning system

insulation_distribution_ac quality of insulation of the pipes and/or ducts which distribute cold
water or cold air. See predefined values

p the insulation grade may be one of the three levels low, medium 
or high (general criteria for the three levels are not yet defined: 
So if used, documentate your definition)

143 set temperature of the cold 
distribution system

cold_set_temperature degrees 
Celsius

design value (lowest temperature) of the cold distribution network f

Pump efficiency 
144 information on pump efficiency eff_pump information on the energy efficiency of water pumps used by the 

systems for heating, hot water supply and/or cooling/air-
conditioning

p c: automatic control of all pumps (or most of the pumps, more 
than 75 %). E.g. power control dependent of pressure difference. 
nc: no automotic control of pumps (or only less than 25 % are 
provided with a control system)
mixed: 25 % - 75 % of the pumps are automatically controlled 
(also indicate "mixed" if you know that it is mixed but do not know 
the exact percentage)

Lighting 
145 fraction of high efficiency lighting f_higheff_lighting fraction of the conditioned part of the building  that is supplied by 

high efficiency lighting systems. The fraction should be related to 
the floor area, if this is not possible another suitable and 
comparable quantity (e.g. number of rooms) may be applied. 
High efficiency lighting systems are here defined by a luminous 
efficiency (=luminous flux in lumen per installed electric power in 
W) of more than 50 lm/Watt.
The luminous efficiency of ordinary electric light bulbs is about 12 
lm/W, of halogene lights about 12 lm/W and of energy saving 
compact fluorescent lights about 77 lm/W)

f
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146 electric power of the lighting system P_lighting W total electric power of the complete lighting system of the 
conditioned rooms (all lamps +  control equipment of the lighting 
system) in Watt (W)

f

147 average illuminance of the building illuminance lx average illuminance in lux (lx), 1 lux = 1 lumen/m²: weighted 
average of the design value for all rooms according to their 
conditioned area

f

148 control of the lighting system control_lighting see predefined values p standard: standard control (by manually operated switches)
auto_small: automatic control (by motion detectors and/or 
automatic brightness control or even more elaborated systems up
to complex building management systems) in a smaller part of 
the building (up to 50 % of the building)
auto_large: automatic control in the largest part (more than 50 
%) of the building

Completeness of information
149 completeness indicator of the 

heat/cold supply system
completeness_sys binary code showing if some important information is complete or 

not. For example if there are 5 types of heat generators for 
heating and hot water supply they can not all be considered in the
above quantities because there are only 4 types foreseen. So in 
that case the first digit of the binary code must be set "0"

p "1" for complete, "0" for not complete
1. digit: "1" if all relevant heat generation systems for space 
heating and hot water supply were considered, "0" if not
2. digit: "1" if all relevant cold generation systems were 
considered, "0" if not
3. digit: "1" if all relevant heat generation systems for air 
conditioning/cooling  were considered, "0" if not

E Calculated Energy Demand 
(Asset Rating)
Methods and boundary conditions

150 calculation method of energy demand 
for heating and hot water

method_heat_hw For each country a list and a short description of national 
calculation methods for the making of energy certificates by asset
rating has to be provided. The applied method has to be 
indicated here by a string or symbol defined in the respective 
national list. 

p to be defined for each country

151 method of energy demand calculation 
for air conditioning / cooling

method_ac see above p to be defined for each country

152 calculation method for  electric energy 
demand of lighting and (if applicable) 
other electric energy demand

method_light see above p to be defined for each country

153 heating climate index of the calculated 
energy demand

type_climate_h_c Heating climate index describing the climate date which are 
applied during asset rating.  Usually heating degree days. If 
possible the same type of index should be used as for operational
rating, if both is carried out (see type_climate_h_m in section F). 

p to be defined on national level according to the applied method of 
asset rating.  Indicate detailed information on the type of climate 
indicator.

154 value of the heating climate index 
(calculated energy demand)

climate_h_c Indicate the climate index value on which the asset rating (that 
means also the below given numbers of the energy balance 
calulation) are based. 

f
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155 other climate index of the calculated 
energy consumption 

type_climate_ot_c If there is a cooling/air conditioning system this index should 
describe the respective climate conditions. If not, a second type 
of heating climate index (e.g. heating days) may be shown here. 
If possible the same type of index should be used as for 
operational rating, if both is carried out (see type_climate_ot_m in
section F). 

p to be defined on national level according to the applied method of 
asset rating.  Indicate detailed information on the type of climate 
indicator.

156 value of the other climate index 
(calculated energy demand)

climate_ot_c Indicate the climate index value on which the asset rating (that 
means also the below given numbers of the energy balance 
calulation) are based. 

f

Energy demand for heating and hot 
water supply

157 gross heating energy demand of the 
building

Q_H_gross kWh/a heat energy demand of the building = heat energy to be supplied 
to the building to cover transmission and ventilation losses minus 
solar and other internal heat gains. Q_H does not include losses 
of the heating system. "Gross" means that the energy input by 
ventilation heat recovery is also not considered.

f

158 net heating energy demand of the 
building

Q_H_net kWh/a net heat energy demand (considering the contribution of a 
ventilation heat recovery system): 
Q_H_net = Q_H_gross - Q_V_recovery 
where Q_V_recovery is the heat recovery by the ventilation 
system during the heating period (only heat recovery by an air-to-
air heat exchanger (heat pumps and other air heating devices are
indicated as heat generators and not considered here). 
If there is no heat recovery by heat exchangers: Q_H_net = 
Q_H_gross

f

159 heat losses of the space heating 
caused by non-ideal heat emission 
control

Q_H_ce kWh/a heat emission losses of the space heating: losses according to 
the way of heat emission in the rooms; in the respective 
standards (e.g. prEN 15316-2-1) one assumes that  radiators 
with low-standard  valves result in higher room temperatures than
those with high-standards thermostatic valves. Those higher 
temperatures can be expressed in terms of energy losses.)

f

160 distribution losses of the heating 
system

Q_H_d kWh/a Heat distribution losses of the heating system f

161 storage losses of the heating system Q_H_s kWh/a Storage heat losses of the heating system
If there is combined storage for heating and hot water consider all
losses in the hot water system (and not here). 
If storage is closely related to one of the spaceheaters the losses 
may be considered as a reduction in Q_out of the spaceheater 
(and then not be indicated in Q_H_S). In this case Q_out of the 
spaceheater is the output of the storage tank which is supplied by
the spaceheater.
At any rate a double counting of energy storage losses is to be 
avoided

162 hot water energy demand of the 
building

Q_W kWh/a hot water energy demand (without distribution losses) f
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163 hot water distribution losses Q_W_d kWh/a heat distribution losses of the hot water system f
164 hot water storage losses Q_W_s kWh/a heat losses of hot water storage

If storage is closely related to one of the waterheaters the storage
losses may be considered in Q_out of the waterheater (and then 
not be indicated in Q_W_s). In this case Q_out of the 
spaceheater is the output of the storage tank which is supplied by
the waterheater  

f

165 net heat output of  heatgen 1 ( heat 
generation system 1)  for space 
heating and hot water supply

Q_out_heatgen_1 kWh/a net heat output of heatgen 1 (= heat generation system 1, see 
above)
net heat generation:  not including generation losses
Only the heat output for space heating and/or hot water supply is 
to be considered here. If the heater is also used for the air 
conditioning/cooling system the assigned energy output is not 
considered here.

f

166 net heat output of heatgen 1 for space 
heating

Q_out_heatgen_1_h kWh/a heat produced by heatgen 1 which is used for space space 
heating 
If heat is only produced for the heating system the value will be 
identical to Q_out_heatgen_1

f

167 energy input to heatgen 1 (for space 
heating and hot water supply)

Q_in_heatgen_1 kWh/a energy input to heatgen 1 for space heating and hot water supply.
Energy input is quantified according to energy carrier used for 
heat generation: ecarrier_heatgen_1 (amount of electric energy if 
the energy carrier is electricity, upper calorific value if the energy 
carrier is a fuel, energy content of the heat if it is district heating).

Attention: Only the energy input for heat generation should be 
indicated here (not the auxiliary energy e.g. for control equipment,
pumps and fans).
Only the energy input used for space heating and hot water 
supply is to be considered. If the heater is also producing heat for 
the air conditioning / cooling system the assigned energy input is 
not to be considered here.
If heatgen 1 is a cogeneration engine consider here only that part 
of the energy input that is assigned to space heating and hot 
water supply according to the applied calculation method (that 
means: do not consider that part of the energy input that is 
assigned to the production of electric or mechanic energy)

f

168 energy input to heatgen 1 for space 
heating

Q_in_heatgen_1_h kWh/a similar to Q_in_heatgen_1, but here only the amount of energy 
input assigned to space heating is to be considered

f

169 net heat output of  heatgen 2 ( heat 
generation system 2)  for space 
heating and hot water supply

Q_out_heatgen_2 kWh/a similar to heatgen 1 f

170 net heat output of heatgen 2 for space 
heating

Q_out_heatgen_2_h kWh/a f

171 energy input to heatgen 2 (for space 
heating and hot water supply)

Q_in_heatgen_2 kWh/a f

172 energy input to heatgen 2 for space 
heating

Q_in_heatgen_2_h kWh/a f
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No. data field name data field label unit definition input type
f: free

p: predefined

predefined values

173 net heat output of  heatgen 3 ( heat 
generation system 3)  for space 
heating and hot water supply

Q_out_heatgen_3 kWh/a similar to heatgen 1 f

174 net heat output of heatgen 3 for space 
heating

Q_out_heatgen_3_h kWh/a f

175 energy input to heatgen 3 (for space 
heating and hot water supply)

Q_in_heatgen_3 kWh/a f

176 energy input to heatgen 3 for space 
heating

Q_in_heatgen_3_h kWh/a f

177 net heat output of  heatgen 4 ( heat 
generation system 4)  for space 
heating and hot water supply

Q_out_heatgen_4 kWh/a similar to heatgen 1 f

178 net heat output of heatgen 4 for space 
heating

Q_out_heatgen_4_h kWh/a f

179 energy input to heatgen 4 (for space 
heating and hot water supply)

Q_in_heatgen_4 kWh/a f

180 energy input to heatgen 4 for space 
heating

Q_in_heatgen_4_h kWh/a f

181 auxiliary electric energy of the heating 
system

Q_H_aux kWh/a electric auxiliary energy related to heating, e.g. for pumps, control
equipment, ...

f

182 auxiliary electric energy of the 
ventilation  system

Q_V_aux kWh/a electric auxiliary energy related to the ventilation system, e.g. for 
fans, control equipment, ...
If the ventilation system is closely connected to an air 
conditioning system and the auxiliary energy demand of 
ventilation can not be quantified separately: Set Q_V_aux=0 and 
count the auxiliary energy in the air conditioning system below.

f

183 auxiliary electric energy of the hot 
water system

Q_W_aux kWh/a electric auxiliary energy related to hot water suply, e.g. for control 
equipment and pumps 

f

Cooling /AirConditioning 
184 cold energy demand of the building Q_C kWh/a annual cold energy demand according to the applied calculation 

method
f

185 cold energy distribution losses Q_C_d kWh/a cold  losses according to the distribution of cold to the rooms f
186 cold storage losses Q_C_s kWh/a If there is cold storage the cold losses may be considered here. 

Alternatively, they may be considered as a reduced cold output of
the cold generator which feeds the storage system (In this case 
Q_out_cold_1(or2) of the cold generator has to consider the 
output of the storage system and not the input to the storage 
system which is caused by this cold generator). At any rate a 
double counting of the losses must be avoided.

f

187 cold output of cold generation system 
1

Q_out_cold_1 kWh/a annual cold production of cold generation system 1 f
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p: predefined

predefined values

188 energy input to cold generation 
system 1

Q_in_cold_1 kWh/a The energy input to cold generator 1 is quantified according to 
the energy carrier ( ecarrier_cold_1):amount of electric energy if 
the energy carrier is electricity, upper calorific value if the energy 
carrier is a fuel, energy content of the heat if the cold generation 
process is driven by heat.
attention: only the energy input for heat generation should be 
indicated here (not the auxiliary energy e.g. for control equipment,
pumps and fans)
If cold generation system 1 is a cogeneration engine consider 
here only that part of the energy input that is assigned to the 
driveing of the cold generation process (not for heat generation 
and not for the  production of electric or mechanic energy used 
for other purposes)

f

189 cold output of cold generation system 
2

Q_out_cold_2 kWh/a similar to system 1 f

190 energy input to cold generation 
system 2

Q_in_cold_2 kWh/a similar to system 1 f

191 net heat output of 1. heat generator 
used by the air conditioning / cooling 
system

Q_out_heatgen_ac_1 kWh/a Net heat output of heatgen 1 (= heat generation system 1, see 
above)
net heat output:  not including generation losses
Only the heat output used by the air conditioning/cooling system 
(for cold generation, humidification and dehumidification)  is to be 
considered here. If the heater is also used for heating/hot water 
supply the assigned part of the heat output must not be 
considered here.

f

192 energy input of 1. heat generator used 
by the air conditioning / cooling 
system

Q_in_heatgen_ac_1 kWh/a energy input to 1. heat generator used by the air 
conditioning/cooling system.The energy input is quantified 
according to the energy carrier used for heat generation: 
ecarrier_heatgen_ac_ 1 (amount of electric energy if the energy 
carrier is electricity, upper calorific value if the energy carrier is a 
fuel, energy content of the heat if it is district heating).
attention: only the energy input for heat generation should be 
indicated here (not the auxiliary energy e.g. for control equipment,
pumps and fans)
only the energy input used for the heat generation assigned to 
cooling and air conditioning  is to be considered. If the heater is 
also producing heat for space heating/ hot water supply  the 
assigned energy input is not to be considered here.
If heatgen 1 is a cogeneration engine consider here only that part 
of the energy input that is assigned to heat generation for 
cooling/air conditioning.  (that means: do not consider that part of 
the energy input that is assigned to the production of electric or 
mechanic energy)

f

193 net heat output of 2. heat generator 
used by the air conditioning / cooling 
system

Q_out_heatgen_ac_2 kWh/a similar to heatgen_ac_1 f

194 energy input  of 2. heat generator 
used by the air conditioning / cooling 
system

Q_in_heatgen_ac_2 kWh/a similar to heatgen_ac_1 f
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195 electric auxiliary energy demand of 
the air conditioning / cooling system

Q_C_aux kWh/a electric auxiliary energy demand, e.g. for control equipment, 
pumps and fans
If auxiliary energy demand for ventilation was not considered 
separately above in Q_V_aux it has to be considered here

f

Ligthing and other electric energy 
demand

196 total other electric energy demand of 
the building

Q_E_other kWh/a total other electric energy demand of the building (without energy 
input to heating, hot water and cooling systems, neither for heat, 
hot water and cold generationg, nor auxiliary energy)

f

197 information on other demand info_other_electric kWha give information about what is included in the other electric 
energy demand
see predefined values

p c: complete electric energy demand (all appliances in the 
building)
l: only lighting
other: other

198 electric energy demand for lighting Q_E_lighting kWh/a electric energy demand for lighting. If a value for "other electric 
energy demand" (see above) is given lighting should also be 
included there.

f

Cogeneration 

199 total heat generation by CHP Q_H_CHP kWh/a total heat production of cogeneration (CHP) engines in the 
building

200 total electric and mechanic energy 
generation by CHP

Q_E_M_CHP kWh/a total net electric and/or mechanic energy production of 
cogeneration (CHP) engines 

f

201 type of  energy carrier used by 
cogeneration engines

ecarrier_CHP type of fuel which is used by the cogeneration engines, see 
predefined values

p according to classification list "energy carrier types"
or "mixed" if it is a mix of fuels

202 energy input  to cogeneration engines Q_in_CHP kWh/a Energy input (upper calorific value) of the energy carrier which is 
used by the cogeneration engines in the building.
CHP engines have also to be considered above (e.g. as heat 
generators).  The difference is, that here the total energy input of 
the energy carrier to the CHP engine has to be considered 
whereas above  only that amount of energy input is to be 
considered that is assigned to space heating, hot water supply or 
cooling/air conditioning, respectively.

f

F Basic Parameters of 
Operational Rating
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203 method of operational rating method_op If there is more than one national method: provide a list  and a 
short description of national calculation methods for the making 
of energy certificates by operational rating. The applied method 
has to be indicated here by a string defined in the list (in the 
same way as in the other lists of "predefined values" in this data 
structure). 

p to be defined for each country

204 first month and year of measurement 
period

date_1_op first year of the time period that was considered for the 
operational rating

f use the following format: mm-yyyy, for example: 06-2005 for June
2005
if the month is unknown just indicate the year, e.g. 2004 for 2004

205 last month and year of measurement 
period

date_2_op last year of the time period that was considered for the 
operational rating

f use the following format: mm-yyyy, for example: 06-2005 for June
2005
if the month is unknown just indicate the year, e.g. 2004 for 2004

206 information on climate or weather 
correction

climate Indicate here if the measured energy data in section G (summary 
of energy consumption) are based on the actual consumption or 
if  a climate or weather adaptation  was carried out (see 
predefined values);
Please, consider the following principles:
If possible, the actually metered data (not corrected according 
to weather or climate) should be indicated. Because all values of 
section G are related to a one-year period, a time correction may 
be necessary, e.g. by calculating the annual mean value of the 
period of operational rating. But this is not the same as a weather 
or climate correction because there is no adaptation to mean 
climate data. 
Sometimes also a correction according to building use is carried 
out (adaptation to a reference building utilisation). Data which is 
corrected in that way should not be inserted in section G. 

p nwc: no weather/climate correction
weather: weather correction. Adaptation according to time: 
Correction to the climate data of an average year at the building 
location
climate: climate correction (no further information available). 
Adaptation according to time and space: Correction to a regional 
or national mean value of climate data of an average year.
climate_national: climate correction to a mean national climate
climate_zone: climate correction to the officially defined climate 
zone where the building is located (if there is an official national 
system of climate zones)
climate_regional: climate correction to a mean regional climate 
(only if it is not an official climate zone)

207 heating climate index of the measured 
energy consumption 

type_climate_h_m Climate index of the heating season. The index must describe the
climate conditions of the measured energy data given in Section 
G.  Usually heating degree days are used. 

p national definition to be provided.

208 value of the heating climate index 
(measured energy consumption)

climate_h_m The indicated value must fit with the values of measured energy 
consumption which are indicated in section G . If for example 
these values are corrected according to national climate, the 
national climate index of that climate zone has to be given here. If
(what should usually be the case) no climate adaption was 
carried out the climate index value  should then be given 
according to the average weather data of the location of the 
building during the period of operational rating. 

f

209 other climate index of the measured 
energy consumption 

type_climate_other_m If there is a cooling/air conditioning system this index should 
describe the respective climate conditions. If not, a second type 
of heating climate index (e.g. duration of the heating season: 
heating days) may be shown here.

p national definition to be provided.

210 value of the other climate index 
(measured energy consumption)

climate_other_m similar to climate_h_m f
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211 indicator of energy types considered 
in the operational rating

op_consider This indicator shows, which of the 7 types of energy consumption 
and energy generation (being documented in the following 
chapter G) are considered for the building classification by 
operational rating (see chapter H), see predefined values

p 8 digit binary code
"1" indicates that the value of energy consumption or energy 
generation is considered for building classification by operational 
rating
"0": indicates that the value is not considered (e.g. because it is a 
special energy use)
digit 1: consideration of electric_1 
digit 2: consideration of electric_2
digit 3: consideration of ecarrier_1
digit 4: consideration of ecarrier_2
digit 5: consideration of ecarrier_3
digit 6: consideration of gen_1
digit 7: consideration of gen_2

G Summary of Energy Consumption and Energy Generation (for both Operational and/or Asset Rating)
Remark No.1: This chapter is in the first place for operational rating. In this case asset rating results are included in the same scheme  as far as
available to better allow a comparison of measured and calculated values. If only asset rating was carried out this section allows to give
a summary of the results from the point of view of energy carriers

Remark No.2: The values of measured or calculated energy consumption (or generation, respectively) must be filled in according to the following principles:
 - if possible, the complete building's energy consumption of every energy carrier should be considered
 - if the energy consumption of a certain energy carrier is split to different values, they may not "overlap".  
       For example: if the total electric energy consumption and the electric energy consumption for heating are known:
           insert for electric_1 the value of the electric energy consumption for heating and for electric_2 the total electric energy
               consumption minus the value of electric_1
           in this case do not indicate electric_2 as the total electric energy consumption (because it is "overlapping" with electric_1)

Energy Consumption (measured 
and/or calculated values)

Electric Energy consumption
212 use of electric energy 1 electric_1_use here it has to be indicated to which uses the measured and/or 

calculated electric energy consumption is related 
p binary code with 9 digits for:

1.digit: space heating
2.digit: hot water
3.digit: air conditioning / cooling
4.digit: auxiliary electric energy for space heating, hot water, 
ventilation and/or air conditioning / cooling
5.digit: lighting
6.digit: cooking
7.digit: other processes
8.digit: swimming pool
9.digit: others

e.g. if electricity consumption for heating and hot water 
generation (including auxiliary) is given, indicate: 110100000
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213 measured electricity consumption 
according to electricity use 1

electric_1_m kWh/a measured electric energy consumption in kWh/a (operational 
rating)
Remark: energy consumption must always  be related to a one-
year period.

f

214 calculated electric energy 
consumption according to electricity 
use 1

electric_1_c kWh/a calculated electric energy consumption (electric energy demand 
according to asset rating) in kWh/a
Remark: energy consumption must always  be related to a one-
year period.

f

215 use of electric energy 2 electric_2_use similar to electric energy 1 p
216 measured electricity consumption 

according to electricity use 2
electric_2_m kWh/a f

217 calculated electric energy 
consumption according to electricity 
use 2

electric_2_c kWh/a f

Consumption of other energy 
carriers

218 type of energy carrier 1 ecarrier_1_type Usually other types than electricity are considered here. But if 
necessary, electricity may also to be considered once more.

p see classification list "Energy Carrier Types". If the values are 
related to heat consumption (other than only district heat), 
indicate:  "heat". 

219 use of energy carrier 1 ecarrier_1_use here it has to be indicated to which uses the measured and/or 
calculated energy consumption is related 

p binary code with 9 digits for:
1.digit: space heating
2.digit: hot water
3.digit: air conditioning/cooling
4.digit: auxiliary electric energy for space heating, hot water, 
ventilation and/or air conditioning/cooling
5.digit: lighting
6.digit: cooking
7.digit: other processes
8.digit: swimming pool
9.digit: others

e.g. if gas is used for heating, hot water and cooking: 110001000

220 measured consumption of energy 
carrier 1 

ecarrier_1_m kWh/a measured consumption of energy carrier 1  in kWh/a (operational 
rating)
Consider always the upper calorific value in case of fuels. In case 
of electricity and heat it is the electric or heat energy, 
respectively.
Remark: energy consumption must always  be related to a one-
year period.

f

221 calculated consumption of energy 
carrier 1 

ecarrier_1_c kWh/a calculated consumption of energy carrier 1  in kWh/a (asset 
rating) 
Consider always the upper calorific value in case of fuels. In case 
of electricity and heat it is the electric or heat energy, 
respectively.
Remark: energy consumption must always  be related to a one-
year period.

f

222 type of energy carrier 2 ecarrier_2_type similar to ecarrier_1 p
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223 use of energy carrier 2 ecarrier_2_use p
224 measured consumption of energy 

carrier 2 
ecarrier_2_m kWh/a f

225 calculated consumption of energy 
carrier 2 

ecarrier_2_c kWh/a f

226 type of energy carrier 3 ecarrier_3_type similar to ecarrier_1 p
227 use of energy carrier 3 ecarrier_3_use p
228 measured consumption of energy 

carrier 3 
ecarrier_3_m kWh/a f

229 calculated consumption of energy 
carrier 3 

ecarrier_3_c kWh/a f

Energy generation in the Building

230 1. type of energy generation in the 
building

gen1_type see predefined values. 
Only on-site energy production may be considered

p el: electricty (no further information available or contribution from 
different types of systems)
el_cog: electricity produced by cogeneration systems
el_pv: electricity produced by photovoltaics
el_wind: electricity produced by wind 
el_other: electricity produced by other systems
h: heat
c: cold

231 use of produced energy of type 1 gen_1_use see predefined values p total: the indicated amount is the total production of that energy 
carrier in the building (production means that the demand of the 
energy generation system itself is not included). No further 
information on the use is available.
total_int: the indicated amount is the total production, the 
amount is completely consumed inside the building (e.g. heat 
supply of the building)
total_ext: the indicated amount is the total production, the 
amount is completely delivered to consumers outside of the 
building
total_int_ext: the indicated amount ist the total production, the 
amount is partly used inside and outside of the building
part:  the indicated amount is only a part of the production of that 
energy carrier in the building,  no further information available
part_int: the indicated amount is only a part of the production, 
the amount is completely used inside the building
part_ext: the indicated amount is only a part of the production, 
the amount is completely delivered to users outside the building
part_int_ext: the indicated amount is only a part of the 
production, it is partly used inside and outside the building

232 measured amount of produced energy 
of type 1

gen_1_m kWh/a measured amount according to operational rating f

233 calculated amount of produced energy
of type 1

gen_1_c kWh/a calculated amount according to asset rating f

234 2. type of energy generation in the 
building

gen_2_type p

235 use of produced energy of type 2 gen_2_use p
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236 measured amount of produced energy 
of type 2

gen_2_m kWh/a f

237 calculated amount of produced energy
of type 2

gen_2_c kWh/a f

Special Sources of electric energy

238 type of special electric energy sources type_electric_sp Special sources means "not from the public grid" (e.g. local 
sources of electric energy)
Remark: The meaning of "special" is here different from the 
meaning in "special energy use" in op_consider (see above)

p national list of definitions to be delivered (if used)

239 amount of electric energy which is 
supplied to the building by special 
sources (measured value)

electric_sp_m kwh/a f

240 amount  of electric energy which is 
supplied to the building by special 
sources (calculated value)

electric_sp_c kwh/a f

241 completeness indicator of energy 
balance (operational rating)

completeness_energy This indicator indicates, if the complete amount of energy 
consumption and the complete amount of electric energy 
generation are considered in the values (operational rating) of 
chapter G (electric_1 and 2, ecarrier_1,2,3 and gen_1,2)

p 5 digit binary code
"1": complete;   "0": not complete
digt 1: electric energy consumption
digt 2: consumption of other fossile fuels
digit 3: consumption of other energy carriers
digit 4: electric energy generation

remark: also indicate "1" if the respective amount is zero  
because there is no such type of energy consumption or no 
electric energy generation in the building

H Primary Energy, CO2 Emissions and benchmarks (for both operational or asset rating, respectively)
242 definition of primary energy method_primary_energy There might be countries which use several different methods to 

define primary energy. For example the treatment of some 
renewables might be different (e.g. the biomass might be counted
or not counted as primary energy)
Provide a list of applied methods (according to the usual scheme 
of predefined values). For each method provide a list of "primary 
energy factors" of the energy carriers (Not for beeing indicated in 
the data fields but for a separate documentation of national 
implementation of Datamine). The primary energy factor (in 
kWh/kWh) is a weighting factor defined as overall energy 
consumption (in kWh) per 1 kWh energy content of the energy 
carrier .  Energy content in kWh of the energy carrier always 
means the upper calorific value in case of fuels. In case of 
electricity and heat it is the electric or heat energy, respectively 
(see classification list "energy carrier")

p to be defined in a  list
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243 definition of CO2 method_CO2 similar to primary energy (it has to be indicated by which method 
the CO2 emissions are defined. For example it should be made 
clear if only on-site emissions or also the emissions of production 
and transport of the energy carriers are considered). Provide a 
list of methods and - for general documentation - a list of CO2 
emission factors for each method. CO2 emission factors (in 
kgCO2/kWh) are defined as the CO2 emissions in kg divdided by 
the energy content of the energy carrier in kWh (upper calorific 
value).

p to be defined in a  list

244 definition of other weighted energy 
type

method_weighted There might be types of weighted energy other than primary 
energy. In this case provide a definition of the weighted quantity 
and again provide a list of methods and weighting factors. 

p to be defined in a  list

245 applied type of energy rating rating_type Type of rating (asset rating or operational rating) on which the 
following information on primary energy, CO2 emissions and 
weighted energy are based

p as: asset rating (information is based on calculated energy 
demand)
op: operational rating (information is based on measured energy 
consumption), no further information available
op_corr: operational rating, a climate correction, weather 
correction or user correction was carried out before calculating 
primary/weighted energy demand and/or CO2 emissions
op_ncorr: operational rating, no climate, weather or user 
correction was carried out. 
as_op: rating is based on both operational and asset rating

246 primary energy demand of the 
building

primary_energy kWh f

247 uses to which the primary energy 
demand is related

primary_energy_uses binary code, see predefined values p 6 digit binary code
digit 1: space heating: "1" if heating is considered in the primary 
energy demand, "0" if not
digit 2: hot water supply: "1" if considered, "0" if not (and so on)
digit 3: cooling/air conditioning
digit 4: ligthing
digit 5: other energy uses
digit 6: auxiliary energy (additional information for heating/hot 
water/cooling/airconditioning): "1" if auxiliary energy e.g. for 
pumps, fans is considered, "0" if not

e.g. 110001 means that primary energy is related to heating and 
hot water supply (including auxiliary energy)

248 CO2 emissions of the building co2 kg f
249 uses to which CO2 emissions are 

related
co2_uses binary code, see predefined values p similar to primary energy, see above

250 weighted energy demand of the 
building

weighted kWh f

251 uses to which the weighted energy 
demand is related

weighted_uses binary code, see predefined values p similar to primary energy, see above
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252 1. type of benchmark type_ben_1 type of 1. benchmark or reference quantity according to 
predefined list 

p provide a national list of benchmarking and/or reference value 
types, if applicable. A type of benchmark or reference value might
be the national stock average or building regulation level of  
primary energy consumption for heating and hot water, for 
example.

253 value of 1. benchmark ben_1 value of the 1. renchmark or 1. reference quantity according to 
the above type

f

254 2. type of benchmark type_ben_2 see above p see above
255 value of 2. benchmark ben_2 f
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Classification Lists

Code Definition

Energy Carrier Types
gas natural gas, type unknown
gas_E natural gas E
gas_LL natural gas LL
liquid_gas liquid gas
oil heating oil
coal coal, type unknown
coal_hard hard coal
coal_lignite lignite coal
bio biomass, type unknown 
bio_fw firewood
bio_wp wood pellets
bio_wc wood chips
bio_other biomass, if different from firewood or wood pellets
el electricity
dh district heating
other other energy carriers
- not existent or no energyware (e.g. solar heat produced in the building)
Remarks
Only tradable energy carriers (= energyware: fuels, electricity and district heating) are considered in this table. 
For solar heat produced in the building "-" has to be indicated as energyware.
Energy carrier consumption/demand in kWh always means the upper calorific value in case of fuels. In case of electricity and heat it is the electric or heat energy, respectively

Heat Generator Types
b boiler (type unknown)
b_nc non-condensing boiler (further details unknown)
b_nc_ct constant temperature non-condensing boiler
b_nc_lt low temperature non-condensing boiler
b_c condensing boiler
dh district heating
el_d direct electric: any device which uses electricity for direct heat generation, e.g. electric stoves (no heat pumps which use also heat from the environment)
hp heat pump (type unknown),  remark: also reversible engines that work as a cold generator in summer are to be considered here or (if heat source is known) 
hp_air  heat pump, using the outside air as the heat source 
hp_soil heat pump, using the soil (the ground) as the heat source 
hp_exair heat pump, using exhaust air of a ventilation system as the heat source
hp_water heat pump, using ground water or a water stream as the heat source
hp_other heat pump, using more than one or other heat sources (e.g. industrial exhaust heat, low-temperature district heat)
stove stove (fuel fired, in case of electric stoves use el_d)
chp cogeneration system: combined heat and (electric) power generation
solar solar thermal system
steam steam generator (any type)
other other
Remark:
An air/air heat exchanger for heat recovery in a ventilation system is not defined as a heat generator (also not: "ot") but indicated in the ventilation system.

Utilisation Types assigned further indicator of building size
residential residential: not specified or mixed residential utilisation persons
single_family single-family house, terraced house persons
apartment apartment house, residential accomodation persons
home collective accomodation, children's home, retirement home persons
office office (general) persons
computer_centre computer centre
stand_by_duty on-call service, stand-by duty (police, fire brigade, technical services, call centres ...) persons
education education / school: not specified or mixed pupils
school ordinary school, special school pupils
school_vocational vocational school pupils
kindergarten kindergarten, nursery school pupils
higher_education higher education: not specified or mixed 
lecture lecture hall persons
laboratory laboratory
library library
hospital hospital / health care: not specified or standard hospital utilisation beds
surgery operating room, emergency surgery etc.
nursing sick-nursing, long-term care beds
trade trade: not specified or mixed
shop retail trade, shop
storage storage depot, wholesale
production production, workshop, maintenance
agriculture agriculture, animal husbandry, plant breeding
hotel_restaurant hotel and restaurant: not specified mixed utilisation beds
hotel hotel, hostel beds
restaurant restaurant
sports sports: not specified or mixed sports utilisation
sports_hall sports hall, fitness centre etc.
swimming_pool indoor swimming pool pool_surface_area
others other utilisations: not specified or mixed
assembly assembly hall, arrival hall, church, concert hall, museums persons
day_care day care (youth centres, senior centres, ...) persons
garage garage, underground car park cars
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